Variation of sternalis muscle: a case report
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Abstract
During dissection of an anterior chest wall, bilateral appearance of the sternalis muscle (SM) was observed. The clavicular origin of the left sternocleidomastoid (SCM), the sternal origin of the right SCM, and both the left and right SMs together form an X-like structure. The crossing point of this structure is the tendinous band as the common origin of both SMs. Both SMs travel down inferolaterally and symmetrically to insert on ipsilateral 5th–7th ribs and the aponeurosis of the external oblique muscle. The innervation to the muscle could be traced to the 4th, 5th, and 6th anterior intercostal nerves. Awareness of the location of the sternalis will help medical doctors avoid misdiagnosis during mammography or misjudgment during breast surgery. Because of its superior attachment to the SCM, therapists may need to be aware of that a person with such an anomaly may have an automatic accessory inspiration with head rotation.

Case Report
During routine gross anatomy dissection, bilateral appearance of the sternalis muscle was discovered in a 100-year-old female cadaver whose cause of death was listed as “natural causes”.

The origins of the sternalis muscles in this case were actually continuations of the clavicular origin (for the left sternalis) and the sternal origin (for the right sternalis) of the ipsilateral sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscles [2, 3, 5, 7], to the jugular notch [4], or to the sternal angle [2, 6]. In instances of bilateral existence of the sternalis, cases have been described in which superior end of the muscle tendons fuse to become a single tendon attaching to the sternal origin of the SCM [3, 4]. The sternalis muscle travels inferiorly in a flat, fan-like [2, 5–7] or a bundle-like [3, 4] shape immediately lateral and almost parallel to the sternum [2–7]. The muscle may insert on the sternocostal arch [2], the aponeurosis of the external oblique abdominis [2, 5–7] and the 6th and 7th costal cartilages [3–5]. An extra muscle slip to the sternalis is not commonly reported and has only been mentioned in two case reports [3, 5]. The neural innervation to the muscle has been documented extending primarily from the anterior intercostal nerves (AINs) [2–7]. Three reports documented detailed innervation: single AIN (the 3rd AIN [7], or the 6th AIN [4]) and multiple AINs (all 2nd, 3rd, and 4th AINs [5]) that can provide branches to the ipsilateral sternalis muscle. With this information in mind, we observed that the sternalis muscles discovered during our routine dissection of the anterior chest wall in the gross lab displayed several differences than have been previously reported.
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named “Tendinous Band” by O’Neil and Folan-Curran (Figure 2) [5]. This band was vertically located near and slightly left of the sternal angle (Figure 1) with the deep aspect of the band attached loosely to the superficial surface of the sternal angle through thin connective tissue. On the right side, the SCM sternal origin did not attach to the manubrium. Instead, it continued inferomedially as a flat tendon about 5.4 mm in width to enter the tendinous band described above. As shown in Figure 1, the medial parts of both the clavicular head of the left SCM and the sternal head of the right SCM fused into the tendinous band at the sternal angle; while the lateral parts of both heads continued as small left and right bundle-like tendons that enter the tendinous band. We referred to these two small bundle-like tendons as “central tendons”, which were slender tendinous connecting structures between the sternalis and the ipsilateral SCM. These bundle-like central tendons were wrapped in the tendinous band but separated by about 13.3 mm. The central tendons, together with remainder of the tendinous band, contributed to the origin of both sternalis muscles at the level of 2nd intercostal space and became fleshy muscle bellies to travel down inferolaterally about 31 degrees (for the left sternalis) or 29 degrees (for the right sternalis) from the body anterior middle line. These fan-shaped muscle bellies traveled along the surface of the sternal portion of the pectoralis major muscle. Each sternalis muscle belly gradually increased in width from 18.2 mm near the 2nd intercostal space to almost 37 mm at their insertions on the ipsilateral 5th – 7th ribs and aponeurosis of the external oblique abdominis muscle (Figure 1).

In general appearance, the shape of the muscular structure from the SCM to the ipsilateral sternalis curved from inferomedial to inferolateral resembling a boomerang (115 degree bend for the left “boomerang” and 127 degree bend for the right). At the bend of each “boomerang” was a central tendon ~4 mm wide by approximately 3 cm long within the tendinous band. The central tendons connected the left SCM clavicular head with the left sternalis and the right SCM sternal head with the right sternalis. Together, both “boomerangs” formed an “X-like” structure across the middle of the anterior chest with each sternalis muscle located almost symmetrically to either side of the anterior middle line at an angle of about 30 degrees respective to the path of the muscle versus the anterior middle line.
As seen in Figure 2, a pectoral muscle slip was also found laterally connected to the origin of the left sternalis muscle (the tendinous band). The slip was about 9.2 mm wide, horizontally oriented, and medially attached to the lateral edge of the tendinous band. The slip was laterally fused into the left pectoralis major muscle belly. Further, as presented in Figure 3, each of the sternalis muscles was innervated by branches from the, 4th, 5th, and 6th anterior intercostal nerves, which were observed arising from each anterior intercostal space.

Discussion

Although the sternalis muscles described in this case, to some extent, are similar to previous literature reports [1–8], this report demonstrates a few differences. First, one of the sternalis muscles originates from the clavicular head of the SCM muscle, an origin not previously described [2]. Second, the tendinous band named by O’Neill and Folan-Curran [5] is found seemingly suspended over and slightly left of the sternal angle with only a loose connection to the underlying sternal angle. This tendinous band bonds the sternal (right) and clavicular (left) origins of both SCM muscles with the ipsilateral sternalis muscles to form an X-like structure. The crossing point of this structure is held laterally by a small muscle slip originating from the pectoralis major. Third, the sternalis travels inferolaterally and nearly symmetrically on the either side of the sternum at approximately a 30 degree angle to the sternum to insert on the bony ribs of the anterolateral thoracic wall. The sternalis was previously reported almost parallel to the sternum as it traveled inferiorly to its insertion on the sternocostal arch [2] or the costal cartilages [2–5] of the anteromedial thoracic wall.

The embryological origin and nerve innervation of the sternalis muscles have been extensively discussed in two previous reports [2, 5]. Based on location and connections with surrounding muscles, we agree with O’Neill and Folan-Curran’s proposal that the sternalis might originate from the hypoaxial muscle masses for the SCM, ventral muscular wall of the thoracoabdominal cavity, or even the remnants of the panniculus carnosus muscle sheet [5]. Similarity of nerve innervation to the sternalis by the anterior intercostal nerves is noticed between the present study and previous published case reports [2, 4, 5, 7]. However, since the existence of bilateral sternalis muscles are very superficial, the nerve innervation from other places such as the medial and/or lateral pectoral nerves may have been destroyed with routine dissection. We can not, therefore, exclude the possibility of other nerve contributions to the sternalis. For a better understanding of this, a more purposeful and accurate dissection may be needed in future cases.

Clinical implications of the sternalis have been described for radiology to avoid misdiagnosis of a malignant lump(s) during mammography [2, 3, 7, 9] and surgery to avoid misjudgment during breast operations like mastectomy [3, 6, 10]. Functionally, due to the attachment to the lower aspect of the rib cage, the sternalis may act as an accessory muscle to elevate the rib cage during inspiration [4]. Based on the structural observations in this case, no matter which direction the head rotates, the rib cage may be elevated through the “X” like structure. For example, when the head rotates right, the left SCM contracts to pull the left sternalis directly through the central tendon between the two left muscles as well as pull the right sternalis indirectly through the tight connective tissue (“tendinous band”) binding the right and left sternalis central tendons.
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